Is it time for a software refresh?

10 questions you should ask your team to assess your current software:

1. Are there any software solutions we use right now that negatively impact your ability to complete your work?
2. What current processes could be fixed or improved?
3. Do you encounter any obstacles when using our current tech stack? What are they?
4. What’s the one software tool you wish you had today?
5. What’s the one software tool we don’t currently have that would make your job easier?
6. What software do we currently have that you can’t live without? Why?
7. If you use multiple software solutions, is there a solution we currently use that you can’t live without? Which one? Why?
8. If you use multiple software solutions, is there a solution we currently use that you would be happy to never use again? Which one? Why?
9. Are you aware of any software that is more cost-effective or would help us meet our goals better than our current solution? Which one? Why?
10. If you could use any software to help you with your job, what would that software be?
Brought you by **Capterra**: a free tool to help you find the software that works for your business.

*Demo and trial different business software solutions. Access unbiased reviews from actual software customers and users. Gather objective market and industry research resources to help you make your decision. Find the system that works with your organization’s processes. Get home on time.*